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Abstract. The intrasubband and intersubband plasmons in the long-wavelength limil axe 
calculated numerically for GaAs/AIAs parallel quantum-well wires (rqww) produced by the 
deposition of GaAs and AlAs fractional layers on (001) vicinal GaAs subsmes. One 
inVasubband plasmon mode is found, the energy of which approaches zero as the in-plane 
wave vector q + 0. The dispersion relations of the intrasubband plasmons are anisotropic 
with hap = [(02q: + a,+q:)/q11’2. The constant oo increases monotonically with the elemon 
density n, of the www, while e increases with ne when the Fermi energy EF is in the electron 
conduction subbands, it decreases with n, when E p  is in the gaps of the subbands. The 
intersubband plasmons are found to be multi-branch structured with non-zero energies as q + 0. 
The calculations show thaz for lhe GaAdAIAs ppww we wnsider where the lateral perjack L, 
of the rqww are much less than 2WA, the far-infrared optical absorptions are dominated by 
single-electron direct transitions behveen different electron wnduclion subbands. For PQWW with 
L, larger than 300h. the absorptions are due to intersubband plasmon absorptions. Between 
these two repions, both single-electron direct transitions and intersubband plasmon absorptions 
can m&e importanl contributions to lhe absorptions. depending on lhe sm~tures of the paw. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years much attention has been focused on a new kind of low-dimensional electronic 
system, where 2D electronic gases are further modulated by periodic potentials in lateral 
directions [l-201. Though the lateral periodic potentials can be two-dimensional, we restrict 
our discussions in this paper to onedimensional lateral periodic potentials. Such structures 
are referred to as lateral surface superlattices (LSSL) or parallel quantum-well wires (PQWW), 
depending on whether electrons in the system can tunnel easily in the lateral directions (weak 
potentials) or are localized in separate channels (strong potentials). PQWW (or LSSL) are 
primarily fabricated with the following methods: (i) by applying gate voltages to periodically 
shuctured electrodes laid lithographically on top of the 2D electronic systems [Z, 121. (ii) by 
directly etching the periodic structures on top of quantum-well structures [14, 171, (iii) 
by deposition of AlAs and GaAs fractional layers on (001) vicinal surfaces of GaAs 
substrates [4,11] and (iv) by direct molecular-beam epitaxy growth of GaAs and AlAs 
layers on high-index GaAs surfaces [20]. The fvst two methods usually generate FQWW 
with lateral periods longer than lOOOA, while the latter two methods can produce lateral 
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periods down to l00A or less. Far-infiared (FIR) absorption experiments provide a simple 
and direct method of testing the effects of lateral periodic potentials on the electronic 
structures in PQWW. A considerable number of FIR measurements have been performed 
on PQWW with long lateral periods [17.21-25]. It is now believed that the measured FIR 
resonance energies correspond to the energies of the so-called intersubband plasmon modes 
in PQWW, which arise from the electron-electron interactions between different electron 
conduction subbands caused by the lateral periodic potentials [2631] (hereinafter, by the 
term 'subband', we mean the electron conduction subband). The intersubband plasmons of 
PQWW are determined mainly by the Fourier component of the electron-electron interaction 

I 2 -QIz-z'I V(Q) = ( k e z / c Q )  dzdz'Iv(z)l*lv(z )I e s 
where Q = 21r/L, is the reciprocal lattice wave vector associated with the period L, of the 
lateral potentials, and Irp(z)lz is the electron distribution in the direction perpendicular to the 
PQWW [29,31]. V(Q) decreases quickly as L,  decreases. Therefore, for PQWW with short 
lateral periods, the energies of the intersubband plasmons will be very close to the transition 
energies of the single electrons between different subbands. It is not clear whether the FIR 
optical absorptions in PQWW with short lateral periods are determined by the intersubband 
plasmons or by the single-electron transitions between subbands. 

Because of the strong absorption strengths, the optical absorptions due to single- 
electron transitions between subbands in conventional superlattices have been proposed 
to design carrier-activated light modulators in the FIR regions [32,33]. The CaAs/AIAs 
PQWW produced by the deposition of AlAs and GaAs fractional layers on (001) vicinal 
surfaces of GaAs substrates (method (iii) mentioned above) should be a better candidate 
for the carrier-activated light modulator and other optoelectronic device designs, due to its 
strong optical absorptions and the large electro-absorption effects of the subbands. The 
subband structures of the PQWW are determined by the periodic lateral potentials. which 
for PQWW produced with vicinal surfaces arise from the periodically structured interfaces. 
Electric fields applied normally to the PQWW can shift the electrons towards or away from 
the structured interfaces and so adjust the strengths of the lateral periodic potentials. The 
electron transition energies between different subbands are easily controlled by the applied 
electric fields. For practical optoelectronic applications, it is important to know if the 
FIR optical absorptions of the PQWW produced with vicinal surfaces are from intersubband 
plasmons or from single-electron transitions between subbands. 

In this paper we present the results of a theoretical investigation on the plasmons in the 
GaAdAIAs PQWW produced by the deposition of AlAs and GaAs fractional layers on (001) 
vicinal surfaces of GaAs substrates in the long-wavelength limit. The FIR optical absorptions 
of the PQWW are calculated with and without electron4ectron interactions to determine the 
plasmon effects on the FIR absorptions of the PQWW. The complicated boundary conditions 
of the electron wavefunctions on the periodically structured interfaces of the PQWW are 
dealt with by introducing a coordinate transformation [34] which transforms the PQWW 
with periodically structured interfaces to those with planar interfaces plus effective lateral 
periodic potentials. The paper is organized as follows. The subband structures of the PQww 
we considered are calculated in the next section. In section 3 we outline the theories of the 
plasmons and FIR absorptions of the PQWW. Numerical results and discussions are given in 
the final section. 

2 Subband structures in PQWW 

The PQNW structure we considered consists of a GaAs well and AlAs barriers separated 
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by interfaces at z = k L J 2  f f * ( x ) ,  where L, is the average width of the well and f * ( x )  
describe the periodic structures on the interfaces. The periodically structured interfaces are 
assumed to be one-dimensional in the x direction, which are the structures fabricated at 
present in the experiments. The Hamiltonian of a single electron in the PQWW is 

h2 H = --V: + V(T) 
2mc 

where me = 0.0665mo is the conduction electron band mass in GaAs and V(r)  is the 
electron potential that confines the electron in the well of the PQWW; V(T) is given by 

(2) 
- L , / 2 + f - ( x )  < z  < L z / 2 + f + ( x )  1: otherwise. 

V(r )  = 

Because of the large conduction band offset between GaAs and AIAs, in equation (2)  
we have assumed that the potential barriers on the interfaces are infinitely high. The 
solutions of the eigenenergies and wavefunctions of the single electron are complicated 
by the boundary conditions that the electron wavefunction must satisfy on the periodically 
structured interfaces at z = f L J 2  + f&). We avoid this difficulty by introducing the 
following coordinate transformation 1341: 

P = X  

Y = Y  (3 ) 
i = LdZ - tf+(x) + f-(X)l/'2)/[& + f+(4 - f-(x)l 

which transforms the PQWW in the space r into a quantum well with planar interfaces at 
i = k L J 2  in the space P. The boundary conditions of the electron wavefunctions are 
greatly simplified, while the effective Hamiltonian of a single electron in the transformed 
space P can be wrinen formally as 

H&) = HI)(?) + H, ( f )  (4) 

where Ho is the Hamiltonian of a GaAs quantum well with planar interfaces and HI is a 
lateral periodic potential due to the periodically structured interfaces. The wavefunction of 
a single electron is written as the superposition of the eigenwavefunctions of Ho: 

where So is the area of the PQWW surface, k is the in-plane wave vector of a single electron 
limited within the first Brillouin zone (FBZ), Qm = 2rrm/L, (m = 0, f l ,  k 2 ,  . . .) is the 
reciprocal lattice wave vector associated with the lateral period L, of the PQWW and p/(i) 
is the lth eigenwavefunction of Ho in the z direction. The subband energy, E.(k), of a 
single electron is determined by the follouing equation: 

det I((oim(+', WIHedf) - E n ( k ) J ( P ) l W m , ( P s  k))l = 0 (6) 

where 

J(P) = J(P) = 1 +If+(?) - f - ( 3 ] / L 2  
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is the Jacobian determinant associated with the coordinate transformation (3). Because 
of the translational symmetry of the PQWW in the y direction, the energy of a single 
electron can be written as E,(k) = E.(k,) + h2k:/2m.. The numerical calculation of 
(6) is carried out by limiting the infinite summation of &k(F) in (5) to 1 = 1,2, , . . , LO and 
m = 0, 51, &2,. . . , *MO. The interface structures of the PQWW depend sensitively on the 
conditions under which these PQWW are grown. In most work reported in the literature, one 
of the interfaces of the WWW is step-shaped, with a step height equal to 2.83A. Because 
the electrons are distributed mainly in the cenee of the well, the effect of these small steps 
on the electrons can be neglected. As a consequence, one of the interfaces of the PQWW 
can be assumed to be planar. Under ideal conditions, another interface of the PQWW is 
square-well shaped. But due to the lateral migration of the Cia and As atoms during the 
growth process [4], the actual profile of the interface is much flattened. As we do not know 
at present the exact shape of the interface structure, for a model calculation we assume the 
following simplest interface structure for the pQWW under consideration: 

f + ( x )  = SL,sin (2zx/L,)  f - ( x )  = 0. (7) 
In table 1 we give the calculated results of the first five subband energies at k = 0 and 
IC = (Q/2 ,0)  for the GaAdAIAs PQWW wi$ different LO and MO. The structural parameters 
of the PQWW are L, = IOOb;, L, = 200A, and SL, = 50A. From table 1 we find that, 
for the first five subbands, it is sufficient to limit Lo = 5 and MO = 5. The error caused 
by this approximation is expected to be less than 0.5%. In figure 1 we give the calculated 
energies E,(k,) as a function of the reduced wave vector k,/Q (Q = k / L , )  for the 
GaAs/AlAs pQww with L, = l O O A ,  L, = 200A, and ( a )  6 L ,  = OA, ( b )  SL, = IO.&, (c )  
SL, = 30A and (d) 6L, = 50A. The subband structure changes greatly as the amplitude 
of the interface structure changes. In figures 2 and 3, we give the calculated subband width, 
W. = max{E.(k,)] - min{E,(k,)], and the subband gap, SE, = min{E,(k,) - E,-l(k,)), 
as a function of the reduced amplitude GLJL, of the interface structures of the same PQWW 
as that in figure 1. 

Table 1. Numerical resub for the conduction subband energy dispersions E.(k,) of single 
electrons in the GaAs/AsAl www with L,  = IOOA, L, = 200A and SL, = Soh. The 
calculations were canied out at the cenve (kx/Q = 0) and edge (kx/Q = 0.5) of the first 
Bdlouin zone, with Q = 2n/L, the reciprocal lattice wave vector asssociared with the latcral 
period L, of the www; Lo x (2Mo t 1) expansion wavefunctions (see the text) were used in 
the calculations. Energy is measured in meV. 

k./Q=O & = l , M o = 5  
& = 2, MO = 2 
Lo =3, MO = 3  
Lo =4, MO = 4  
Lo = 5.Mu = 5 

Lo = I .  Mu = 5  
Lo = 2,Mo = 2  
Lo = 3,Mo = 3  
Lo = 4. MO = 4 
Lo = 5.Mo = 5 

kJQ =OS 

63.82 
63.63 
63.58 
63.56 

67% 
64.31 
64.07 
64.02 
64.00 

139.9 
139.8 
139.8 

148.1 
134.4 
133.5 
133.4 
133.4 

E&) 

211.9 
159.1 
153.8 
153.3 
153.1 

246.3 
165.2 
157.9 
157.2 
157.0 

E3(kx) 

350.1 
211.5 
207.9 
207.4 
207.3 

268. I 
243.1 
235.8 
234.7 
234.5 

E&) 

352.0 
296.1 
272.2 
270.3 
269.9 

474.9 
255.5 
239.4 
238.0 
237.8 

The following two points are notewonhy from these numerical results. First, the 
bandwidths of the subbands, particularly for the first three subbands, reduce quickly as the 
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Figure 1. The energies En(&,) of the elemon eonduction subbands as a function of the r e d u e  
wave vector k , lQ  ( Q  = k / L , )  for GaAdAIA.s FQWW with s t y t u r a l  para mete^ L, = IOOA, 
L, = UMA, and (a)  SL, = OA, (b) SL, = IOA, (c) SLz = 30A and (4 6Lz =soh. 

amplitudes SL, of the interface structures increase, which indicates a reduced overlapping 
of the electron wavefunctions between the different quantum-well wires. The electrons are 
localized in the separate channels for those PQWW with large interface structures. Second, 
the energy gaps of the subbands increase quickly as 6L, increases. Our calculation will 
show later that a strong peak appears in the FIR optical absorption spectra of the single 
electrons associated with the electron transitions across the first subband gap SE, at the 
edge of the PBZ. By changing the structural parameters (SL,, L, and LJ of the PQWW, we 
can shift this absorption peak from 100pm to 10pm in the FIR region. 
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Reduced amplitude 

Figure 2 The band widths, W. = max(E.(kx)J - 
min(E.(k,)). of the electron conduction subbands as 
a function of the reduced amplitude 6L,fL, of the 
periodically structured interfaces of the same www as 
tha in figure 1. 

70 i 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Reduced amplitude 

Figure 3. The bmd gaps, SE.  = min(E.(!+) - 
E.-l(k,)]. of the electron conduction subbands as 
a function of the reduced amplitude 6L,JL,  of the 
periodically structured interfaces of the same www as 
thatinfigurel. 

3. Plasmons and mR absorptions in PQWW 

We obtain the plasmons in the PQWW by calculating the electric conductivity of the 
system. The electric current density j ( r ,  t )  = Jdmj(r,  @)e-'" induced by the electric 
field E(r. t )  = J d o E ( r .  o)e-'O' acting upon the PQWW is given by 

(8) 

where Ne is the average electron density per volume of the PQww and i ~ ( r .  t )  is the electric 
current density operator. The first term on the right-hand side of (8) represents an imaginary 
conductivity that contains no information on the plasmons and does not contribute to the 
FIR absorptions of the PQWW. strictly speaking, the imaginary part of the conductivity will 
affect the FIR absorptions by changing the refractive index of the system. But this effect can 
be included by considering the Kramers-Kronig relations between the real and imaginary 
parts of the dielectric constant. In what follows, therefore, we neglect this term in (8). It 
is convenient to work in the transformed space ?, where the interfaces of the www are 
planes and the wavefunctions of the single electrons are given by (5). We have 
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and 

where we define 

(11) jkz(+, i) = ~ ( i i ) j ~ ~ ( + ,  t ) .  

In the above expressions &(F. w )  is the or (or = x .  y .  z) component of the transformed 
electric current density, etc. For FIR optical absorptions, the wave vector of the electric 
fields can be neglected in the long-wavelength limit (q + 0). We take E(r ,  t) = 
eEo(o)e-'W'+eE~(w)eiw', where the spatial modulation of the elechic field is also neglected. 
The FIR optical absorption coefficient is defined by the average energy absorbed by the PQWW 

per unit time and volume divided by the average energy incident on the PQW per unit time 
and area 1351, which is given by 

.cff " 
J~ (r,  w )  = J(+)L(+. w )  

where n(w) is the refractive index of the PQWw. In the random-phase approximation, the 
electric conductivity of the PQWW is given by 

o.$(q, 0) = mag (9. w )  + ; T ~ ( c  0 + iO+)[1- v(q)x")(q, w)l-'v(q)[~~(q, w -io+)]' 
(0) i 

(13) 

where 

The column vector T,(q, w + io+) = { T$'"(q + Qm, w + io+)] with 
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with Nnk = 2/[expIB(E,(k) - fi)] t 11 the electron Fermi distribution function for the 
electron in the subband E,@), E the static dielectric constant of the PQW, a(.?,:) = 
(i/Lz)[ft(.?) - f-WI + [f+(a) + f-(.?)1/2, Q m  ( e m ,  0.0) 

Afi:i,k+g(q + Qm) = / dpe-"P'Q.)'pJ(f)~~~'*(P)p~' 'ktq ( -  f )  (18) 

In (13), u$(q, w )  represents the contribution to the electric conductivity of the single- 
electron transitions, while the second term on the right-hand side of (13) is the effect from 
the plasmons of the FQW. The energies of the plasmons in the P Q W  are determined by the 
poles of the matrix [ l  - V(q),y")(q. U) ] - ' ,  i.e. by the solutions of the following equation: 

detll - V(q),y(')(q,w)I = O .  (21) 

In the long-wavelength limit (q -+ 0), we can divide the matrix V ( q )  into 

2re2 
vdz,fil;(q + Q m ,  Q + Q m )  = ~ $ ~ , ~ ~ S ~ ; , ~ ; ~ m , O S m ' . O  + fili2,1ir;(q + Q m ,  + 0;) (22) 

where f i , 1 2 , 1 ; l ; ( q + Q m ,  q + Q m )  is finite as q --t 0. Neglecting contributions to the plasmon 
energies from terms with orders of magnitudes higher than f i  in the long-wavelength limit 
(q -+ 0), we obtain from (21) two sets of plasmon modes, which are determined by the 
following equation (see the appendix): 

The solutions of the first factor in (23) determine the energies of the so-called intrasubband 
plasmons, while those of the second factor, which is obtained from (21) by replacing 
V ( q )  = W,i2,q;(q + Qmv q + Q m ) )  with c(q) = tfi,w;l;(n + Qm. q + Qm)L detennine 
the energies of the intersubband plasmons of the PQW. The numerical results are given in 
the next section. 
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4. Results and discussions 

4. I .  Intrasubband plasmons 

In the long-wavelength limit (q + 0), the energies of the intrasubband plasmons are 
determined by the solutions of the following equation: 

The intrasubband plasmons arise from the elemon interactions within the same subbands 
of the WW. From the definition of Affk,n,k+q(q), equation (18). we have 

The second equality in (25) is obtained by expanding e-i*i@$k+q(,5) as a function of q, 
and the last equality is obtained from the orthonormalization relatlon of the singleelectron 
wavefunction: 

With (25) it is easy to show, from (17). (IS) and (23), that the contributions to the energies 
of the intrasubband plasmons from the electron interactions between different subbands are 
at least proportional to q , Neglecting electron interactions between different subbands we 
obtain only one inIrasubband plasmon mode, with its energy given by 

with q = and 

The summation is over all the occupied subbands, ne is the electron density per area of the 
~ Q w w  and the wave vector kt) is determined by 

kf’ = 0 

kt) = n/Lx max&(kx)l EF. 

EF e min{E,(k,)) 
EF = E.(kf)) min{E,&)) < EF c max(En(kx)t (29) 
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Because the constant n depends on the second derivative of En(kx), it results in a sensitive 
dependence of 01 on the dispersion relation of E.&) and thus on the interface structures 
of the PQWW. If the interfaces are planes [ f * (x )  = 01, we have dzE,(k,)/dk: = h 2 / m ,  
and 01 --f ao. Equation (27) gives the dispersion relation of the intrasubband plasmons in 
conventional quantum wells. If the amplitudes of the interface structures of the PQWW are 
large, E.&) is almost constant (see figure 1) and n -+ 0. Equation (27) gives a strong 
anisotropic dispersion relation of the intrasubband plasmons. In figure 4, the anisotropic 
parameter y = 01/010 is calculated as a function of the reduced amplitude SLJL,  for the 
GaAdAIAs FQWW with the interface structures given by (7) and the structural parameters 
L, = l00A and L, = 200A. The electron densities in figure 4 are nl = 1 x 10"cm-2, 
nz = 2 x 10'1cm-2 and n3 = 3 x 10'1cm-2. In figure 5 ,  y is given as a function of 
the electron density n, for the same FQWW as that in figure 4, with (i) SL, = 1OA. (ii) 
SL, = 30A and (iii) 6L, = 50A. 

Reduced amplitude ne (io" cm2) 

Figure 4. The anisotropic parameter y = ala0 of the 
inmasubband plasmons (defined in the text) is given 
as a function of the reduced amplitude SL,fL: of 
the penodicdly structured interfaces of the CaAdAIAs 
PQW with the structural parameters L,  = IOOA 
and L,  = mob. The electron densities are n~ = 
1 x IO" cm-', nz = 2 x IO" and ng = 3 x 
10" cm-'. 

Figure 5. The anisouopic parameter y = mfao of 
the intrasubband piasmons is given as a function of 
the electron density n, for the same Ppww as that in 
figure 4 with (i) 6L, = IOA. (ii) 6L,  = 30A and (iii) 
&L, = 50A. 

K we set qy = 0 in (27), the energy of the intrasubband plasmon is hw, = am. 
In figure 6 we give the calculated constant a/n f )  as a function of the electron density ne 
for the PQWW with L ,  = lOOA, L,  = 200A and SL, = 30A. Also given in figure 6 is 
the calculated constant n ~ / a ~ ~ ) ,  where no (equation (28)) equals the intrasubband plasmon 
constant in a quantum well with planar interfaces and a width equal to L,; U:) is obtained 
from 010 with the electron density fixed at ne = 1 x 10" The first broken line on 
the low-energy side in figure 6 indicates the electron density at which the lowest subband 
is just filled up with the electrons, or with E p  = max{Eo(k,)), and the second broken 
line in  figure 6 gives the electron density at which the electrons begin to fill the second 
subband, or with EF = min{El(k,)). It is interesting to note from figures 4-6 that y 
decreases monotonically as ne increases, while n increases with n, when the Fermi level 
EF lies within the subbands, and it decreases with ne when EF is shifted into the gaps of the 
subbands. This oscillatory behaviour of the intrasubband plasmon frequencies as a function 
of Ep, or equivalently ne, has been predicted before for quantum-dot array systems [36]. 
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The results in figure 6 also show that, for the same electron density n, and wave vector q. the 
energy of the intrasubband plasmon in the www is less than that in the quantum well with 
planar interfaces and a width equal to the average width of the pQww. The intrasubband 
plasmons do not affect the FIR optical absorptions since their energies approach zero as 
q + 0. Other optical techniques, such as Raman scattering, are needed to detect the 
intrasibband plasmons in the PQW. 

3.5 , , 1 

0' I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

ne (10" cm.2) 

Figure 6. The intrasubband plasmon constants a and ao defined in the text are given as a function 
of the electron density n. for the GaAdA1As www witb suuctural parameters L, = IOOA, 
L, = 2W.i and 6L, = 30A. The MUIB are divided by uf'. which is obtained from uo with 
the electron density fixed at n. = 1 x 10" cm-'. The first broken line on the low-energy side 
indicates the electron densiry at which the lowest electron conduction subband is just filled up 
with the electrons, or with EF = max lKo(k,)). and the second broken line gives the electron 
density at which the elect" begin to fill the second subband, or with EF = min(Et(k,)). 

4.2. Intersubband plasmom and FIR optical absorptions 

The energies of the intersubband plasmons are determined by the solutions of the following 
equation: 

detll - ?(q)x(o)(q,o)l  = 0. (30) 
Unlike. the intrasubband plasmons, the energies of the intersubband plasmons do not 
approach zero as q + 0 and are detectable by the FIR optical absorptions. The intersubband 
plasmons arise from the electron interactions between different subbands. This is seen from 
the definition of the mahix x( ' ) (q,o)  in (17). When q --t 0 and hw # 0, the factor 
(&k - Nn,kCq)/[En(k) - ~,,(k + q )  +fro + io+] in x(O)(q, w )  is zero if n = n'. 

To simplify the calculations, we will calculate the intersubband plasmons at q = 0 in the 
GaAdALAs ww with the interface structures given by (7) and the lowest subband occupied 
by the electrons. From the calculated subband structures (see figure I), the following energy 
regions are defined: 

0 < AE$Lm, minb%(kd - Eo(kd1 

minIEl(k,) - Eo(kd1 < AE$2moD < m=IEl(kJ - Eo(kd1 

max{El(k,) - EO(~,)I< AE&~" < m i n { ~ k , )  - E O ( ~ A I  

minIMk,) - Eo(kd1 < A E f L n  < maxb%(kx) - Eo(kd1 
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and so on. The energy regions {AE$L,,] are covered by the energies of the single- 
electron direct transitions from the lowest to high subbands, which will scatter the 
intersubband plasmons (with q = 0) and cause intersubband plasmon damping. Only in the 
energy regions {AE$LmOn]. where single-electron direct transitions are forbidden, are the 
intersubband plasmons stable. In figure 7 we give the calculated results of the determinant 
Det(o) = det I1 - F(q),y")(q, o)lq=o as a function of ho for the PQW with L, = 
L,  = 400A, 6L, = 30A and n, = 3 x 1011cm-2. The energies at which De@) = 0 give 
the energies of the intersubband plasmons at q = 0. The shadowed regions in figure 7 are 
the regions of {AE::~~~) .  

15 
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Figure 7. Numerical results of the determinant DetW = det I I - J ( q ) ~ ( ~ ) ( q .  e)l,,=o is given as 
a function of h a  for the GaAs/AIAs PQ%W with structural parameters L, = 100 A, L, = 400 A, 
SL, = 30A and the elecvon density ne = 3 x 10" cm". The shaded regions are the regions 
where the intersubband plasmons at q = 0 will be scanered by single-electron direet transitions 
from the lowest to high electmn conduction subbands. 

No intersubband plasmons are found in the lowest region AEjiAmon and only one 
intersubband plasmon is found in each high region (n = 2,3,  . . .). The energies of 
the intersubband plasmons become increasingly close to the transition energies of a single 
electron as the energies of intersubband plasmons increase. In what follows, we restrict 
OUT discussions to the lowest band of the intersubband plasmons in the region AE$-. 
In figure 8, we calculate the determinant Det(o) as a function of hw for the pQww with 
L, = loo& 6L, = 30A and (a) L, = 400& (b) L, = 300A and (c) L, = zoo.&. 
The electron densities in the p w w  are nl = 1 x 10" c&, nz = 2 x 10" and 
ng = 3 x 10" cm-2. The energy region AE$Amn is indicated in figure 8 by two broken 
lines. It is clear from figure 8 that the energies of the intersubband plasmons are well 
separated from the transition energies of the single electrons when the lateral period L, 
of the p ~ w w  increases (L,  > 300A for the PQW we considered). By increasing the 
electron densities of the P Q w w ,  we can increase the intersubband plasmon energies and 
shift them away from the energies of the single-electron direct transitions. This blue shift 
of the plasmon absorptions as the electron density increases has been observed in quantum 
wells and superlattices [37,38]. 

It is interesting to know whether the FIR optical absorptions of the Ga.4dAIA.s PQWW 
are dominated by the intersubband plasmons or by single-electron direct transitions between 
different subbands. The FIR optical absorption coefficient a(o) of the PQW is given by 
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Figure 8. Numerical results of the determinant 
D e W  as a function o f h o  for the GaAs/A1As FQWW 
with the swctulill parameters L ,  = 1008,. ZL, = 
30A and (a)  L, = 400k (b) L ,  = 300A and (c) 
Lx = 200A. The electron densities in the PQWW 
are nl = 1 x 10'1cm-2, n2 = 2 x 10"cm-2 and 
n3 = 3 x 10" cmr2. The broken lines in figure 8 

4 .5  70 ,5 define Ule energy region max(El(k,) - Eo(k,))  < 
AEglrrman < min(Ez(!ix) - Eo(k,)J where the single 
elecmn direet transitions are forbidden. 
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(12). But it is simpler to calculate the imaginary part of the complex dielectric function 
E'(@) = n(w)or(w)c/o, which is independent of the refractive index n(w) of the PQWW. 
The incident light is assumed to propagate normally to the PQWW with the electric field 
polarized in the x direction. For electric fields polarized in the y direction, the FIR optical 
absorption is zero. In figure 9, we give the calculated EZ(W) as a function of  fro for the 
GaAdAIAs PQWW with structural parameters (a )  L, = 100A. L, = ZOO,&, SL, = 30A, 
ne = 2 x 10" cm-', (b)  L, =e laO8, L,  = 300A. SL, = 30A, n, = 2 x 10" cm-', 
and (c) L, = 708, Lz = 200A. SL, = 20A, ne = 3 x 101'cm-'. In figure 9 we also 
give the imaginary dielectric function e$')(w) of the single electrons calculated by setting 
the electron interaction matrix V ( q )  = 0. In numerical calculations, we replace fro + iO+ 
in (14t(17) by hw + iq with q = 0.01 min[El(kx) - E&)). The parameter q accounts 
for the effect of the bmadenings due to the disorder fluctuations of the PQWW structures, 
impurity scatterings, and so on. It also removes the irregular behaviour of X('')(q) near the 

Two absorption peaks appear in E$"(w), which correspond to single-electron transitions 
at the edge ( k J Q  = 0.5) and centre (kJQ = 0) of the FBZ with energies h w ~  = 
min[EI(k,) - E&,)) and ftwz = max(El(k,) - Eo(k,)). The electron interactions cause 
redis&ibutions of the absorption strengths. For the PQWW with a short lateral period 
( L ,  = 200A in figure 9(a)), apart from a small redistribution of the absorption peaks, 
the effect of the intersubband plasmons is negligible. The mR absorptions are dominated by 
single-elechon direct transitions from subhand E&) to El(Ic). As the lateral period of the 
PQWW increases (L, = 300A in figure 9(b)), the energies of the intersubband plasmons are 
well separated from those of the singleelectron transitions. A strong intersubband plasmon 
absorption peak appears and becomes the dominant peak in the FIR optical absorption spectra 

poles. 
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Figum 9. The imaginary pan of lhe complex 
dielectric function -(U) is given as a function of 
h o  for the GaAslAlAs ppww with the smetural 
parameters (0) L,  3 IWA. L, =.zwA, JL, = 
30A, (b) L, = lWA, L, =?WA, 8Lz = 30A 
and (e) L,  = 70A L ,  = 200A, 6L, = ZOA. The 
e l m "  d.&sitiQ are ne = 2 x 10" cm-' (a). (b) and 
3 x iO"cm-' (c). 

of the www. One should notice the different scales used in figure 9(u) and (b). The FIR 
absorptions in figure P(b) have much stronger absorption peaks and much narrower widths 
than those in figure 9(u). The result in figure 9(c) shows that it is also possible that 
both single-electron transitions and intersubband plasmons contribute to the FLR optical 
absorptions of the pQW. In ow calculations we assumed, for simplicity, that the potential 
height between the well GaAs and barrier AI& is infinite, which increases the strength 
of the lateral potential due to the periodically structured interfaces. We can reduce this 
increase in the strength of the lateral potential by assuming a smaller amplitude 6L, of the 
interface smctures. Our calculations show that, except causing the peak positions to move 
to lower energies, the overall structures of Q(W)  do not change when we reduce SL, from 
30 8, to 208,. In particular, the conditions under which the FIR absorptions are dominated by 
single-electron intersubband transitions and when by the intersubband plasmons are almost 
unchanged, and are determined mainly by the lateral period L, of the pQww. 

5. Conelusions 

The intrasubband and intersubband plasmons in the long-wavelength limit (q -+ 0) 
were calculated numerically for the GaAslAlAs PQW produced by the deposition of 
GaAs and AlAs fractional layers on (001) vicinal GaAs substrates. One intrasubband 
plasmon mode was found, the energy of which approaches zero as the in-plane wave 
vector q + 0. The dispersion relations of the intrasubband plasmons are anisotropic with 
hop  = [(a24: + ~ r ~ q ~ ) / q ] " ~ .  The constant cy0 increases monotonically with the electron 
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density ne of the PQWW, while LY increases with n, when the Fermi energy EF lies within the 
subbands and decreases with ne when EF is in the gaps of the subbands. The intersubband 
plasmons were found to be multi-branch structured with non-zero energies as q -+ 0. The 
calculations show that for the GaAdAIAs pQww we considered where the lateral periods 
Lx of the P Q W W  are much less than 200.&, the FIR optical absorptions are dominated by 
single-electron direct transitions between different subbands. For PQWW with L, larger than 
300.&, the absorptions are due to intersubband plasmon absorptions. In between these two 
regions, both single-electron direct transitions and intersubband plasmon absorptions can 
make important contributions to the absorptions, depending on the shuctures of the PQW. 
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From (25) we find that, in the long-wavelength limit (q -+ 0). the second term on the right- 
hand side of (A2) contributes to the energy of the plasmons with an order of magnitude of 
q and can be neglected. We also notice that the second term on the right-hand side of (Al) 
and the first term on the right-hand side of (A2) are either zero or independent of the row 
index (lllzQm). Mapping the row and column indexes ( l l l zQm,  l i l iQm) of the determinant 
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elements in (Al) and (A2) one-to-one to positive integers (i, j), we obtain the following 
equations for det ( I  - D(q,  U ) / :  

detll -D(q,o)l  =dl  

where 

is the non-zero element on the right-hand side of (A2) which is mapped to the first column 
in (A3). dj ( j  = 2.3, .  . .) represent the non-zero elements of the second term on the right- 
hand side of (Al), which is independent of the row index (1112Qm), and di,j represent 
the first and third terms on the right-hand side of (AI). The second equality in (A3) is 
obtained by multiplying the first column with -3 ( j  = 2.3 , .  . .) and adding it to the jth 
column. By definition, the determinant behind the second equality of (A3) can be obtained 
from det I 1  - V ( q )  x")(q, o)l by replacing the matrix V ( q )  with v(q), then adding all 
the columns (1;ZiQo) to column (1 1Qo) and following the discussions after (A2). The last 
manipulation does not change the value of det 11 - F(q)#')(q, w)l and we arrive at the 
final equality in (A3). 
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